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1. Introduction
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) has become a routine geo-

information source complementing optical imagery. The 

microwaves used by SAR can penetrate canopy, soil, snow 

and ice allowing for estimation of volumetric properties, e.g. 

biomass. SAR also can employ polarization for deriving 

structural parameters of objects [1] [2]. Another strong and 

unique selling point of SAR is that surface displacements and 

object deformations can be measured to mm-level accuracy 

by exploiting multitemporal acquisitions. In particular, the 

recent technological advancement in SAR systems has pro-

vided very high resolution (VHR) X-Band sensors, such as 

the TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X mission and the Cosmo-Skymed 

constellation, characterized by spatial resolutions of the order 

of 1 meter. With respect to the former generation of medium 

resolution (a ten, or a few tens of meters) C-Band SAR sys-

tems, the increase of the resolution of such sensors allows 

much higher details of ground structures to be captured.

On the downside we have to cope with an imaging geom-

etry that does not support an easy interpretation of SAR im-

ages, especially in complex scenarios. A single SAR image is 

the projection of the 3D scene into the azimuth (x) – range (r) 

coordinates. Whenever only surface scattering is present and 

the local slopes of the surfaces are smaller than the local inci-

dence angle this mapping is injective: in this case the image 

can be easily converted to any other map projection. However, 

for volumetric scatterers (e.g. forests) and steep – or even ver-

tical – surfaces, like in urban areas, SAR imaging becomes 

non-injective and real 3D imaging is required.

SAR Tomography (TomoSAR) is a technique that allows 

resolving scatterer densities in the third native radar co-ordi-

nate “elevation (s)” (also referred to as slant–height, orthogo-

nal to the azimuth-range plane). It extends the synthetic aper-

ture principle – as used in the azimuth direction – also to the 

elevation direction by exploiting multiple passes of the radar 

at slightly different orbit positions to establish a virtual array 

of antennas, as depicted in Figure 1. The synthetic aperture in 

elevation allows reducing the width of the elevation antenna 

beam providing a fine beam “radar scanner” from the space 

able to generate high resolution 3D images, hence the addi-

tional name of 3D Imaging. 

The inherent (Rayleigh) elevation resolution st  of the to-

mographic arrangement is related to the spread bT  of this ar-

ray [3]–[6]:
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r

T
t

m=  (1)

an d can reach values of the order of a few meters. 

By stacking all the multiview coherent images and by 

performing the tomographic processing, s-profiles can be 
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Figure 1. TomoSAR geometry 
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 retrieved for every x–r pixel. These profiles can be continuous 

in the case of forest biomass imaging [3] or may consist only 

of a few discrete scatterers, typically corresponding to scatter-

ers located on the ground, facade and roof, in the case of urban 

mapping. This article is devoted to the latter application. 

Since the elevation antenna array is in the far-field of the 

imaged objects, the complex signal received at any of the ra-

dar positions bn is a sample of the Fourier transform of the 

reflectivity profile in elevation ( )sc :

 ( ) ( ) , , ,g s j ds n Nsexp 2 1n

s

n fc rp= - =
T

#  (2)

where / ( )2b rn np m=-  is the spatial (elevation) frequency. 

Therefore, retrieval of the s-profile is framed as a spectral 

estimation problem and reliable scatterers showing a good 

degree of coherence can be identified by looking for the 

peaks in the focused reflectivity function. 

Since the multipass dataset is acquired at different time in-

stants, sometimes over a period of years, possible motion and 

deformation of objects must be additionally considered in the 

process of estimation of the s-profiles, either as useful infor-

mation (subsidence, tectonics, landslides, etc.) or simply as 

nuisance parameters. Space/velocity (4D) imaging techniques, 

also known as Differential SAR Tomography (D-TomoSAR), 

extends the 3D imaging and can be applied to measure also the 

deformation parameters (velocity spectrum) of any temporal 

coherent scatterer in the focused 3D space [7][8][6]. If motion 

is considered, eq. is in fact extended to a 2D or even higher 

dimensional Fourier transform, depending on how many mo-

tion modes are accounted for (e.g. linear, periodic, thermal, 

etc.) [7]–[10]. In this case the technique is referred to as Multi-

Dimensional (MD) SAR imaging. Finally, the possibility of 

screening the reflectivity function in elevation allows discrim-

inating the presence of multiple peaks, even exhibiting differ-

ent velocities, and hence solve the interference and increase 

the density of monitored scatterers [8][11][6].

MD imaging (MDI) is in effect a technique that extends the 
Persistent Scatterer Interferometry (PSI) [12]–[15] approach. 
PSI assumes the presence of a dominant scattering mecha-
nism in each pixel and therefore cannot resolve the layover 
problem. Moreover, theoretical and experimental results on 
both simulated and real data have shown [16] that the use of 
an imaging approach (i.e. SAR Tomography), which exploits 
the phase as well as the amplitude information, performs bet-
ter even in the detection of dominant persistent scatterers and 
in the estimation of their localization and deformation param-
eters with respect to classical PSI which uses only the phase 
information.

2. Tomographic SAR Inversion Algorithms
In the following for sake of simplicity we refer to the 3D 

reconstruction case. Discretizing the elevation profile in eq. 

leads to this standard linear system equation:

 g R fc= +  (3)

where g is the vector of measurements according to eq. (2), c 

is the elevation profile, R is the irregular Fourier matrix com-

posed of the so-called steering vectors and f is noise.

The spectral estimation problem of s-profile reconstruction 

can be framed as the inversion of this linear system. The inver-

sion must be carefully implemented because: (i) the Fourier 

samples are irregularly spaced at pn, (ii) their number N may 

be small, (iii) the SNR may be low for the majority of the pix-

els, (iv) the data may contain non-Gaussian phase noise due 

to uncompensated atmospheric delay and unmodeled motion 

and (v) the orbit tube of modern SAR satellites is tight leading 

to a small Tb and, hence, to a low elevation resolution. Many 

different MDI algorithms have been proposed in the recent 

literature to cope with these problems.

The simplest algorithm is based on the Beam-Forming 

(BF) that is the matched filter, i.e., R gH=ct . It computes 

the amount of backscattered energy at different elevations by 

digitally steering (through the column vectors of R) the beam 

of the multibaseline array. Because of the irregular acquisition 

distribution BF reconstruction exhibits poor performances in 

terms of large sidelobes and also it does not allow exceeding 

the Rayleigh resolution of eq. (1) [5]. 

To overcome such limitations, advanced inversion ap-

proaches have been proposed in the literature. The need to 

achieve super-resolution involves a discretization that exceeds 

the Rayleigh limit thus making the problem in (3) underde-

termined. A class of super-resolution TomoSAR algorithms is 

based on regularized inversion and tries to find the solution 

among the infinitely many solutions of the underdetermined 

system model by minimizing:

 2
2gminarg R p

q
< < < <=c cc b C- +

c
t " , (4)

A rather simple and easily to be implemented solution is 

based on the use of the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 

regularized linear inversion [5][6]. In this case, Tikhonov 

(Wiener) filtering choices of the singular values allow achiev-

ing the solution to the problem in (4) with ,SNRb =  I=C  

and p = 2 and q = 2 [6]. Another solution strictly related to 

the above approach is based on Truncated SVD: in this case 

b = 0 and a hard limitation of the singular values is used [5] 

to control the ill-conditioning nature of the inversion. Super-

resolution can be achieved by reducing the scene support with 

respect to the theoretical limit given by ( )s / br 2T m= u , where 

bu  is the average baseline separation, and controlling the inver-

sion by choosing a suitable number of singular values during 

the inversion process, provided that the noise level is suffi-

ciently low. SVD achieves typically also better sidelobe sup-

pression than plain BF [5][6].

For many acquisition configurations SVD super-resolution 

is not sufficient. The orbits of TerraSAR-X, e.g., are controlled 
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so accurately that bT  is typically in the order of 250–350 m 

leading to an elevation resolution of 30–50 m, which is unac-

ceptably large compared to the range and azimuth resolutions 

of 1–3 m. The classical super-resolving spectral estimators that 

are used for TomoSAR are adaptive beam-forming (CAPON) 

[17] (non-linear, non-parametric) or MUSIC and ESPRIT (both 

non-linear, parametric) [18][19]. The latter parametric methods 

do not retrieve continuous s-profiles but rather estimate the po-

sitions of individual scatterers. They need the number of scat-

terers as prior information. These methods are computationally 

fast. However, they require the estimation of covariance ma-

trices which is usually done by multilooking and reduces the 

azimuth and range resolution. In the case of two or more scat-

terers these estimators are not efficient, i.e. they do not reach 

the Cramér-Rao Lower Bound. They are also not energy con-

serving and the strength of the estimated spectral lines are not 

straightforwardly related to the reflectivity of the scatterer. 

The optimum parametric method – under Gaussian noise 

assumption – is the non-linear least-squares estimator. How-

ever, it would require a combinatorial search of scatterer posi-

tions. Here the theory of Compressive Sensing (CS) comes 

into play. 

CS is able to reconstruct sparse signals from their irregu-

larly sampled Fourier transform in a quasi-parametric way. 

Indeed the elevation profiles of urban objects usually contain 

only a few scatterers, e.g. one at the ground and one on the 

façade. Since the elevation resolution st  from eq. (1) is often 

much worse than the range resolution, the elevation extent of 

these scatterers is much smaller than st , rendering these scat-

terers discrete. These are the very prerequisites for using the 

theory of sparse signal reconstruction and CS. By referring to 

(4), CS allows finding the solution by selecting ,Kb b=  IC =  

and p = q = 1, where K is the number of sparse targets [20]. 

The first CS TomoSAR simulations were presented in [21] and 

the SR capability of CS for TomoSAR reconstruction and its 

robustness on elevation estimation against phase noise have 

been proven in [22]. To overcome the drawbacks of a simple 

CS estimator, the “Scale-down by L1 norm Minimization, 

Model selection, and Estimation Reconstruction” (SL1M-

MER) algorithm has been proposed in [23][24], a spectral esti-

mation algorithm based on CS, with an additional model order 

selection and final maximum likelihood parameter estimation. 

As a last remark it is important to point out that not only 

estimation of motion parameters (e.g., velocity, topography, 

etc.) associated with scatterers interfering in the same pixel 

can be achieved, but also separation of time series is possible 

by adoption of proper tomographic based filtering techniques. 

Results of experiments with real data have confirmed this pe-

culiarity of MDI data processing [11].

3. Application Examples
The advanced processing via MDI of VHR X-Band data 

allows nowadays increasing the density of monitored scatter-

ers dramatically compared to PSI. As a consequence, precise 

monitoring of even single buildings and in general of infra-

structures as well as cultural heritage is possible. In the fol-

lowing, experiments on X-Band data acquired by both the 

TerraSAR-X and Cosmo-Skymed sensors are discussed. 

Processing is carried out with implementation of MDI at 

IREA-CNR and DLR-IMF.

3.1. MDI Systems of IREA-CNR and DLR-IMF

3.1.1. MDI system of IREA-CNR
The MDI approach developed in the last few years at IREA-

CNR exploits a simple tomographic processing based on 

beam-forming to estimate the backscattering distribution in 

the elevation/velocity domain (4D MDI) and to identify scat-

terers (up to two), possibly interfering within the same image 

pixel [25]. The algorithm separates the problem in two steps: 

the first step is devoted to estimate the scatterers parameters, 

i.e. the position in space and deformation, whereas the second 

step concerns the selection of the number of scatterers in a 

detection framework, i.e., paying attention to achieve high 

detection performance for a given false alarm rate. Particularly, 

the selection stage exploits a detection scheme which is based 

on the sequential use of a detector based on the Generalized 

Likelihood Ratio Test for single scatterers in [13][16] .

The MDI technique developed in IREA has demonstrated, 

for the first time, the capability of this processing approach 

to resolve multiple scatterers interfering in the same pixel 

by using C-Band data in [26]: further significant results on 

C-Band data were reported in [8] and [11]. Nevertheless, the 

first demonstration of the capability of MDI to resolve dis-

tributed layover occurring over vertical structures as buildings 

have been shown in [32]: in this case the MDI beam-forming 

tomographic processing was applied to a dataset of TerraSAR-

X data acquired over the area of Las Vegas. Particularly rel-

evant were in this case the results achieved over the Mirage 

hotel which are not shown here for brevity.

In order to face the higher sensitivity of X-Band radiation 

to small changes of targets, such as those caused by thermal 

dilation, MDI processing has been extended to measure even 

this component in the 5D domain (space/velocity + thermal 

dilation). In fact, even if already observed in C-Band (ERS 

and Envisat) data [28][29], this effect is much more evident 

in X-Band data due to the increase of sensitivity associated 

with the shorter wavelength [30]–[32]. To account also for the 

thermal dilation component, the deformation model, typically 

made of the linear temporal term, is extended with a new one, 

measured in mm/K, which is linearly related to the tempera-

ture of the area at the acquisition instants [10].

3.1.2. MDI system of DLR-IMF: Tomo-GENESIS
The workhorse of interferometric processing at DLR is the 

GENESIS system [33]. It has been the basis for the 
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 developments of DLR’s operational SRTM and TanDEM-X 

processors. An extended version of it (PSI-GENESIS) han-

dles PSI processing of medium resolution data, wide-swath 

mosaics as well as very high resolution spotlight data. During 

the last years several new algorithms for TomoSAR process-

ing have been developed at DLR extending the system to what 

we introduce as “Tomo-GENESIS” [34]. 

The layover phenomenon in a SAR image of an urban area 

is mainly caused by the following two scenarios: (i) buildings 

with different heights in layover with the ground or (ii) taller 

building in layover with the ground and the roof of a lower 

building. Both scenarios suggest that double scatterer pairs 

with smaller elevation distances will be more frequent than 

those with larger distances. Therefore, SR is crucial for VHR 

tomographic SAR reconstruction in urban environment. This 

makes super-resolving TomoSAR algorithms particularly im-

portant for urban mapping. 

The SL1MMER algorithm is demonstrated to be an ef-

ficient estimator and achieves super-resolution factors of 

1.5~25 at the interesting parameter range for TomoSAR (see 

Figure 2), i.e. N = 10~100 and SNR = 0~10 dB [22][23]. 

The results shown in Figure 3 are approximately applicable 

to nonlinear least-squares estimation as well, and hence, al-

though it is derived experimentally, they can be considered 

as a fundamental bound for SR of spectral estimators. In [24] 

the super-resolution capability of the SL1MMER algorithm is 

demonstrated using TerraSAR-X data.

For an input data stack, the Tomo-GENESIS system re-

trieves the following information: number of scatterers inside 

a pixel, amplitude and phase, topography and motion parame-

ters (e.g. linear deformation velocity and amplitude of thermal 

dilation induced seasonal motion) of each detected scatterer. 

Compared to other existing MDI processing systems, it has 

the following new features: the time warp method for multi-

component nonlinear motion estimation [9]; the CS based 

SL1MMER algorithm and super-resolution capability [22]–

[24]; fusion of PSI and TomoSAR processing for operational 

purpose [35]; RANSAC based point cloud fusion algorithm 

[36][35]. Currently, the system is extending for object recon-

struction from the unstructured TomoSAR point clouds [37]. 

3.2. Application Examples

3.2.1. Space radar scanning with SAR tomography
To show the capabilities of MDI to achieve “synthetic” radar 

scanning for imaging ground structures we present the fol-

lowing results relevant to the San Paolo Stadium in the city of 

Naples, Italy. A dataset of 28 images acquired by the Cosmo-

Skymed constellation on descending passes in the standard 

stripmap mode (~3 m spatial resolution) from February 2010 

to February 2011 were processed with the 5D MDI algorithm. 

Figure 3 shows the three-dimensional reconstruction of the 

stadium visualized on a Google Earth map: the colors are set 

according to the estimated height. Note that even in this mod-

erate resolution mode a large density of targets compared to 

PSI is achieved, especially on the roof [30]–[32].

3.2.2. Compressed Sensing SAR Tomography for 
super resolution spaceborne radar scanners 
Figure 4 presents a 3D view of the single buildings visual-

ized in GoogleEarth reconstructed by SL1MMER using a 

stack of 25 TerraSAR-X images [24]. The test building is the 

Bellagio hotel at downtown Las Vegas. Compared to PSI, 

TomoSAR offers in general a tremendous improvement in 

detailed reconstruction and monitoring of urban areas. 

Experiments using TerraSAR-X high resolution spotlight 

data stacks show the scatterer density to be in the order of 

600,000~1,000,000/km2 compared to a PS density in the 

Figure 2. Fundamental bound of super-resolution (SR): SR factor of 
the SL1MMER algorithm as a function of N SNR under different 
amplitude ratios a1/a2 of two close scatterers [24]. 
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Figure 3. 3D view of the San Paolo Stadium, Naples, Italy, recon-
structed by the 5D MDI with COSMO/SKYMED data provided by 
the Italian Space Agency. Colormap is set according to the estimated 
height [30]–[32].
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order of 40,000~100,000 PS/km2 [34][38]. In particular, 

together with its SR power, SL1MMER provides ultimate 

information one can retrieve from the data stack. Figure 5 

presents the number of scatterers map obtained by SVD-

Wiener inversion (left) and SL1MMER (right) over the test 

area where blue indicates zero scatterers inside the azimuth-

range pixel, green stands for one and red for two. Non-

parametric estimators can only detect two scatterers with an 

elevation distance larger than approximately the Rayleigh 

elevation resolution unit st . Therefore, it is not surprising 

that the double scatterers detected by the linear estimator are 

mainly located on the upper part of the building façade. The 

result of SL1MMER shows a much denser red color which 

indicates a larger amount of detected double scatterers. For 

an urban area like this typically about 30~40% of the scat-

terers detected by SL1MMER are double scatterers com-

pared to less 10~20% detected by linear estimators. 

3.2.3. TomoSAR point cloud fusion
Due to the side-looking geometry of SAR, a single stack of 

SAR images only provides information on one side of a build-

ing. To serve the function of urban structure monitoring, 

fusion of the TomoSAR results of multiple stacks from differ-

ent view angles can provide us with a shadow-free point cloud 

with high degree of coverage over the entire urban area. 

At the test site of Berlin, we have a luxury data archive 

with a large number of TerraSAR-X high resolution spotlight 

images including a stack of 94 SAR images from ascending 

orbit and another stack of 79 SAR images from descending 

orbit are processed. For both stacks, the acquisition time span 

is about four years. Figure 6 present the 3D positions of the 

fused point clouds. From Figure 6 Figure 6: small structures 

like the Victory Column, i.e. the statue at the center of the park 

can be easily identified. For this test-site, about 40 million 

scatterers are detected from the two data stacks.

3.2.4. Multicomponent motion estimation
D-TomoSAR was originally proposed in [7] for estimating 

linear motion of multiple scatterers inside a pixel. Motion, 

Figure 4. 3D view of the single building visualized in GoogleEarth 
reconstructed by SL1MMER using a stack of 25 TerraSAR-X images 
(the color represents height) [24].

Figur e 5. Double scatterer density for SVD-Wiener (a) and SL1MMER (b) reconstruction (Blue: Null scatterers per pixel; Green: Single; 
Red: Double) [24]. The superresolution capability of SL1MMER leads to more detected double scatterers, in particular at the lower parts 
of the facades. 

(a) (b)
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however, is often nonlinear (periodic, accelerating, stepwise, 

etc.). Conventional D-TomoSAR has been extended to esti-

mate multicomponent nonlinear motion in [9] by proposing 

the generalized ”time warp” method. It rewrites the 

D-TomoSAR system model to an M+1-dimensional standard 

spectral estimation problem, where M indicates the user 

defined motion model order and, hence, enables the motion 

estimation for all possible complex motion models.

Figure 7 shows an example of multicomponent motion esti-

mation. Since July 2009, the selected area over Las Vegas (see 

Figure 7a) is undergoing a pronounced subsidence centered 

at the convention center. Together with the thermal dilation 

induced seasonal motion of the metallic building structure, the 

selected area is characterized by a two-component nonlinear 

motion. Here, we choose the motion basis function as a sine 

function with a period of one year for seasonal motion and 

linear function for linear subsidence. And hence the motion 

parameters to be estimated are amplitude of seasonal motion 

and linear deformation velocity. The final estimation results 

of the generalized time-warp method are presented in Figure 

7 including elevation estimates in meter (b), amplitude of sea-

sonal motion in millimeter (c) and the LOS linear deformation 

velocity in millimeter/year (d).

If we know the temperature at the time of data acquisitions, 

we can also accordingly choose the temperature as the basis 

function to model thermal dilation induced deformation [10]

[30][31]. In this case, the thermal coefficient is estimated that 

represents the strength of undergoing thermal dilation induced 

deformation. An example is presented in Figure 8. The site 

under investigation is relevant to the area of the Bellagio hotel 

and casino (see Figure 4). Figure 8(a) shows in the native ra-

dar geometry (range and azimuth are the horizontal and verti-

cal directions, respectively), the topography retrieved by the 

MDI Beam-Forming imaging approach by using only single 

scatterers. Figure 8(b) and 8(c) show the estimated topogra-

phy and thermal dilation with single and double scatterers by 

using the 5D Beam-Forming imaging: note that thermal dila-

tion mostly affects the outer parts of building and exhibits dif-

ferent behavior on the same building according to the different 

projection of thermal dilation along the radar line-of-sight.

4. Conclusion and Further Developments 
With reference to the current status of VHR tomographic 

SAR inversion presented in this article, the following conclu-

sions can be drawn:

• VHR tomographic SAR inversion is able to reconstruct 

the shape and motion of individual buildings and entire 

city areas.

• Super-resolution is crucial and possible for VHR tomo-

graphic SAR inversion for urban infrastructure. 

• TomoSAR reconstruction from multiple tracks enables 

us to reconstruct the complete structure of individual 

buildings and to generate 3D point clouds of the illumi-

nated area with a point density comparable to LiDAR

• The motion or deformation of buildings is often nonlin-

ear (periodic, accelerating, stepwise, etc.). This is par-

ticularly true with VHR SAR data. Multicomponent 

nonlinear motion of multiple scatterers can be separated 

and further estimated by tomographic reconstruction.

Figure  6. Fusion of two point clouds generated from TerraSAR-X data stacks of ascending and descending orbit. The color represents 
height [35].
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A few topics for further study are outlined which mainly 

concern 1) tomographic SAR reconstruction from mixed sin-

gle-pass/multipass data stacks 2) object reconstruction from 

TomoSAR point clouds. 

• Tomographic SAR reconstruction from mixed single-

pass/repeat-pass data stacks:

 So far, the data used for spaceborne VHR tomograph-

ic SAR inversion are repeat-pass data stacks. With 

TanDEM-X, for the first time there is a real multi-

antenna array system in space. It enables us to 

acquire data pairs simultaneously and repeatedly in 

time. The TanDEM-X data pairs are free of motion, 

atmosphere and temporal decorrelation and, hence, 

possess much higher data quality. The fusion of 

TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X data, i.e. adding a cou-

ple of TanDEM-X acquisition pairs to the TerraSAR-X 

data stacks, can be used to improve the result of 

tomographic SAR inversion on the one hand, and to 

explore the limits of tomographic reconstruction on 

the other hand [39].

Figure 7.  TomoSAR estimates of the selected area in Las Vegas: TerraSAR-X intensity map (a); Elevation estimates (b; unit: m) amplitude of 
seasonal motion (c; unit: mm) and linear deformation velocity (d; unit: mm/y) [9].
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• Object reconstruction from TomoSAR point clouds:

 These tomographic point clouds can be potentially 

used for building façade reconstruction in urban envi-

ronment from space with some special considerations 

such as side-looking geometry, anisotropic estimation 

accuracy and decorrelation. Yet in order to provide a 

high quality spatio-temporal 4D city model, object 

reconstruction from these TomoSAR point clouds is 

emergent. A 3D view of the reconstructed façades over 

a test building Bellagio hotel in Las Vegas (see Fig -

ure 4) using point clouds from multiple viewing angles, 

i.e. both ascending and descending orbits, is exempli-

fied in Figure 9.
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